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TABLE IlL-CO-E FFICIENT OF DISCHAUGE }' OU C IRCULAR ORIFICBS, 

'48 in, DUJlBna, 'S4 in, DIAMETER. 1'20 in, DlllIBTn, 
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0 
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0 0 

0'4 '637 '637 '624 '624 '618 ,617 

0 '6 '630 '630 618 '619 '613 '613 

0'8 '626 '625 '615 '615 '610 '610 

1'0 '623 '622 '612 '613 '608 '608 

1'5 '618 '617 '608 '609 '605 '605 

2'0 '6 14 '614 '607 '607 '604 '603 

2'5 '612 '612 '605 '606 '603 '602 , 
3'0 '611 610 '604 '604 '603 '601 

4 '609 '608 ' 60~ '603 '602 '600 

6 '607 '606_ '602 '601 '600 '599 

8 '605 '604 '601 '600 '600 '598 

10 '603 '603 '599 '599 '598 '597 

20 '599 '600 '597 '597 '596 '596 

I 

'Wi th the re ults given as above only to the third. plncEl of 
decimals, there is not sufficient 'variation in the values for the larger 
orifices given by Merriman to deduce any accurate values of m and 1t , 

while the values for the smallest orifice cannot all be fitted to a curve 
of the requil'ed fOl'm though the experimental values are not incon
sistent with the general formula given hereinafter, 

It will be noticed that the values g'iven by Mel'l'iman for heads of 
50 and 100 feet are not included, as the formul re are only offered 
as representing the values up to heads of 20 feet, To include higher 
heads the values of 1Il h ave to be somewhat decreased with a corres
ponding increase in the value of 1t , and the values would not then 
be comparable with those obtained at McGill, 

It remains to b e seen whether an expression can be formulated 
covering the variation of ad with the area of the orifice; tabulating 
the values of m and n for the different diameters, it will be seen that 
while TIl decI'eases as the diameter increases, the variation is so slight 
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that it cannot be accurately expressed; 

the value of n is given by the equation 
value of k being abou t '018. 

the following table shows that 

d 

inches. 

'24 

'48 

'84 

1'00 

1'20 

2.00 

2 '40 

T A BLE IV. 

" 
observed . . 

'028 

'020 

'019 

'016 

'011 

k 
11= 

'018 

'0202 

'0180 

'0160 

'011 3 

'0100 

th,e average 

As the probable enor in the values of 11 as deter mined from the 
experiments is not less than '0005, the agl'eemEmt may be considered 
good. 

The general formula for the co-efficient of discharge for sharp 
ed g'ed circular orifices may ~h erefore be written 

Cd = m + k 
v' h S v'd2 

where Ix is expressed in feet and d in inches 
and 1ll has an average value of '5925 increasing slightly as the 

diameter decreases. 
and k has an approximate value of '018. 

Seeing the data from which this formula is derived, it is desirable 
that a seri es of accurate experiments should be carried out by one 
observer with one set of apparatus uuder uniform conditions, when it 
is probable that the values of 111 and k may be somewhat modified; it 
is offered as a first approximation only, for orifices of diameter up to 
3 in., and for heads up to 20 feet ; it has the merit of being fairly 
simple in form, and given the values of 111 and k the values of Cd may 
be obtained very quickly by the use of a slide rule. 

It will now be useful to examine the table of values of Cd for 
square orifices, g iven on page 81 , of Mel'l'iman's trea tise; taking as 
before the orifices of medium size, the approximate values of 111, 11 and 
k, al'e as follow :-

I 
111 11 k = 11 3v'i2 

inches. 
'48 '598 '029 '0178 

'84 '598 '020 ' 0178 

1'20 '598 '015 '0170 
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. As the values of the co-efficient are given only to three places of 
decimals, the values of 1ll and 1l are necessarily approximate; but it 
may be stated that as before rn is approximately constant, but has a 
higher value then for circular orifices, while the figures in the last 

column show that as before 
k 

n .= sv' t ~ where the average value' of 

k may be taken as '0175, or practically the same as the value of k for 
circular orifices; this agreement is in favour of the theory that the 
co-efficient i's affected by the ratio of the perimeter to the area of an 
orifice ; this is supported also by the value of 11 for the only other 
equilateral orifice for which a value is available; this orifice being 
triangular in fm·m. 

A series of experiments is needed on a set of equilateral triangular 
orifices of different areas in order to determine the values of 1ll and 11 

for sllch orifices ; the dependence of l' upon the ratio of area to perimeter 
could then be verified, and some idea be obtained of the variation of 
1ll with the number of sides of the regular polyg·on. E xperiments on 
other regular polygonal orifices would also be useful in throwing light 
on these points. 

Fortunately, however, in practice the variation of 1ll and 11 with 
the shape of the orifice is of no great iJllportance in the case of regular 
polygo.ns as 'cii'cular and square orifices are the only ones generally 
used. It is therefore better for practical purposes to define 11 in terms 
of the diameter or length of side respectivelj, and to consider rn as a 
separate constant for each case. Generally it llI ay be stated that both 
1ll and l' and consequently Cd are greater, the g'l'eater the departure 
from the circle or the greater the ratio of perillleter to area, and this 
also holds good for rectangular orifice , II' hich are freq uen tly used in 
practice. Sufficient accurate data are not however available to 
determine a general law for rectangular or.iiices, though it is certain 

that the law Cd = 1ll + v'; - holds equally well for such orifices, and 

what evidence there is in favour of assuming that l' varies as 

( perimeter ) 2/3. It is of course easy to see that the the value of Cd would 
area 

be greater for elongated rectallg1es than for squares, as the end con
tractions produce a relatively smaller effect. As rectangular orifices 
are much used it is desirable that a series of careful experiments 
should be made on such orifices, preferaply on sets of orifices of the 
same perimeter but of different areas, or of the same area with different 
pel'imeters. 

As indicated before, however, the first step towards the discovery 
of a general expl'e sioll should be to ascertain the variation of the 
co-efficients of contm tion and velocity, and It description will now be 
giveu of a piece of apparatus which may be u~ed for making- accurate 
measurements of the shape and size of the jet; this jet measurer is 
fixed to the face of the tank as shown in the photog'raph, which also 
gives some idea of some of the other apparatus already described. 



A horizont al bar 2 in. in diameter and 7 feet in length is carried 
at each end in iron supports above and a little to one side of the jet. 
A split sleeve slides on this, car rying a second bar in a second split 
sleeve at right angles to the first. This second bar is thus capable of 
being set at any point along the first and can be set at any angle in a 
plane at right angles to the first bar. 'rhe split sleeve is provided 
with a set screw by means of which it and the bar i t carries ean be 
clamped in any desired position . This second bar is usually set 
vertically. 

The second bar carries a split sleeve, and a third bar can be 
attached to it in the same way as the second b ar to the first, and can 
be clamped in the same way. 'rhis bar is usually set horizontally and 
at right angles to the j et, at a point on, the second vertical bar, a short 
distance below the jet. 

The jet Illeasurer propel' is a ttached to this third bar by means of 
a split sleeve. The meaSllrements are read on a v(lrni~r calliver, which 
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is arranged to hold suitable capstan head-s in its jaws. 'rhese capstan 
heads carry suitable measuring points, which can of course be brought 
together or separated by the ordinary motion of the vernier callip8l·. 
The arm of the calliper is mounted in guides attached to a :frame. It 
can be clamped in the guides or can be clamped by a separate sleeve, 
which sleeve is, by means of a nut and screw, nlO~able with respect to 
the frame. Thus the arm of the calliper has a longitudinal adj ust
ment with respect to the fi-ame, and by means of this adj ustment the 
pointer connected to the fixed jaw of the calliper can be brought up 
until it just touches the surface of the jet of water which it is desired 
to measure. The pointer attached to the movable jaw is then adjusted 
into bare contact by means of the ordinary screw adjustment of thp. 
calliper. The frame in which the calliper arm is seated is not fixed 
to the sleeve on the third bar. It is rotatably monnted on a pin. at 
right angles to the axis of the sleeYfl, and can be clamped by means of 
a milled nut on the screwed end of the pin. 'Ihe guides which carry 
the calliper arm are capable of a slUall 1l10tion at l'ig'ht angles thereto. 
They are drawn towards the frame by a milled Hilt OlL a screwed a l'lU, 
projecting' through part of the frame, and when the ,nut is unscrewed 
are drawn back by a spring placed between a shoulder on the frallle 
and the guides. 'rhe frame carrying the guides and calliper can be 
rotated in a second direction if desired. Inclufling the rotation of the 
sleeve to, which the calliper-bearing frame is attached, the calliper is 
rotatable in every direction. Independently of this, the arm on which 
it is supported has freedom of movement in every direction both 
rectilinear and rotational. 

The manner in which the j et measurer may be used tu determine 
the co-efficient of COil traction hy measuring the cross section of the jet 
at the vma cOflltacla is sufficiently obvious, though the observations are 
somewhat difficult to take, princil'fllly on account of slig'ht fluctuations 
in the position and shape of the jet, causer! doubtless by irregularities 
ill the motion of the water in the tank. For this reason it is 11referable 
to take such measurements under a dropping head, the water being 
run into the tank to a somewhat higher level and the inlet valve then 
turned off, and the motion all ower! to subside, after which the orifice 
may be opened and the reading taken as the head reaches the required 
value. 

Figure 4. 
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For determining the path of the jet for calculating the co-efficient 
of velocity, a needle point clamped to f!. vernier calliper may be used, 
the calliper being mounted on a horizontal straight-edg~, placed at 
right angles to the face of the orifice plate above the centre of the 
orifice, and gl'aduated from the plane of the orifice, the arrangement 
being shown in Fig. 4. 

The description of the jet measurer given above has been taken 
from a paper describing a series of me!1surements made with it on jets 
from square and triangular orifices, and giving an account of the 
phenomenon, referred to before, known as "inversion of the vein." 

By these experiments it was show~ that :-
(1) the wave length for any orifice varied directly as the head 
(2) " " similarly shaped orifices varied directly as 

the a;~a. 
(3) the spread of the rays for similarl:r shaped orifices varied directly 

as the area. 
(4) the maximum width of the jet in any orifice varied directly as 

the head. 
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The mathematical theory which war:l developei!, and was found 
to include the above results, was based 'on the assumption that the 
causes of the phenomena were as outlined in the description already 
given on page 47, the assumption being subsequently justified by the 
agreement of the expei'iments with the theory, and bv the fact that the 
value of the co-efficient of surface tension ohtained by inserting the 
experimental values in the theoretical formula agreed very well with 
the values usually accepted for water. 

The 'remarkable shape of the jets is shown in Fig. 5, which is 
reproduced from the paper referred to. It might here be relllarked 
that the form of the jets is substantially the same whflther they are 
projected horizontally or vertically, and this fact ef'{ectllally disposes of 
the theory usually advanced which ascribes the phenomena to the 
impact of stream lines emerging from different portions of the orifice 
under different heads. 

It will be evident from the above figure that the determination of 
the area of the jet in the case of any but circular orifices is a matter of 
considerable difficulty; for while in the case of the circular jet, oue or 
two measurements Buffice to define the area, in all other cases a large 
number of measurements must be taken under exactly similar con
ditions. As mentioned before, any irregularity in the motion of the 
water in the tank, or any ' slight variation in temperature proi!uces a 
corresponding variation in the position and shape of the jet. 
It is not uncommon, for instance, for the web to break, leaving an 
opening between the headed rim and the central core; this has been 
found to be due to variation in temperature of the water, while the 
effect of irregular motion in the tank is to bring about an alteration in 
the position of the plane of the web, this making it very difficult to 
measure the thickness of the web accurately. 

Although a vast number of experiments have been made on the 
discharge of jets from tile various orifices, it will have been seen that, 
like those described in this paper, they are of a disconnected nature, 
and it is therefore desirable that further experiments should he carried 
out on a connected scheme. The author has iudicated points on which 
further experiments are particularly required, and has described his 
own experiments and offers the formulre derived therefrom, not on 
account of any merit they may possess, but rather as a guide to future 
work. 




